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Smooth movement and a smaller footprint
 
American made Datum mobile aisle storage solutions maximize storage capacity by utilizing a smaller amount of
floorspace. They increase efficiency and decrease product retrieval time. In addition, they also offer safety for
employees as well as protection for products. And that includes a variety of products from a variety of industries  —
from office to military to farming. Built for durability, they are rust and scratch resistant and adaptable. And don’t
worry if your products are heavy, they are built to easily move heavy loads.

Datum Video See how Kraftwerks can help

From break room to sports facility
 
Made to last for decades, Penco steel commercial lockers suit a broad variety of settings from break rooms to
schools to hospitals. Powder coated baked enamel finish is available in all standard colors — and parts are
finished to match the doors. Latch hooks feature a rubber bumper to reduce noise and doorframes boast spot-
welded mortis and tenon joints for lifetime rigidity. Hinges are full loop, 5-knuckle design for knocked down
construction and c-hinged for welded construction.
 
Hallowell phenolic plastic lockers are non-porous, eliminating the risk of mold, mildew, and bacteria development
making them perfect for wet or damp environments. They are waterproof and graffiti and scratch resistant. The
lockers are prepared for padlocks (which are not included), electronic locks, or key locks (included).

Penco Video See how Kraftwerks can help

More than just modular offices
 
InPlant is known for its modular building systems and prefabricated shelters. But they also specialize in building
clean room environments. InPlant clean rooms enable organizations to control, monitor, and maintain pristine air
quality and surfaces.  And controlling parameters like temperature, pressure, humidity, and elimination of pollutants
are of the utmost importance in these critically controlled environments.
 
InPlant clean rooms are adaptable, easy to install, and can be re-used and/or moved to a different location quickly
and easily. Wall panels integrate easily with the stringent equipment for clean room requirements with various ISO-
ratings and clean room classifications — class 1000 cleanroom(+). InPlant uses 3˝ steel building systems
(standard, heavy-duty steel, or all-purpose aluminum), ideal for load-bearing applications, rooms requiring more
insulation, and sound attenuation. Some applications include:
 

Bio-pharmaceutical clean rooms
Scientific labs for biotech and medical device manufacturing
Semiconductor manufacturing clean rooms
Aeronautical manufacturing clean rooms
Food packaging clean rooms
Other applications that require washdown

           InPlant Gallery         How can Kraftwerks help?

Covid protection products
 
Portable sanitizer stations from Kraftwerks not only remind employees, but also make it convenient for them to
achieve proper hygiene by putting sanitizer anywhere people are. A sturdy base makes the units tip resistant. They
are also adjustable and made from stainless steel — so they are durable and easy to clean. (Convenient,
mountable wall units are also available.)
 
Patients, customers, and employees must be confident that they are safe and separated from other individuals.
Installing shields for distancing helps employees and visitors know that steps have been taken to keep them safe.
Barbican Health now offers a line of health and lifestyle protective guards.
 
There are a variety of guards available for use atop desks, counters, and tables; standing and hanging panels; and
even dividers for partitions/cubicles. Guards are made from PETG material that ensures they are durable and can
be safely disinfected with health grade antimicrobial cleaners, and Barbican uses a special removable adhesive for
mounting the guards.

           Kraftwerks Sanitizer Stations         Barbican Health Gallery

 

 

Read our case study to learn how Kraftwerks designed and built state-of-the-art research labs for graduate
students, postdoc and faculty in the UB Renew program at SUNY Buffalo.

Case Study: UB RENEW

Did you know...Kraftwerks expertly collaborates with architects to either engineer a
new solution or fine-tune an existing solution/design?
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